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Introduction: what does it mean to be a Christian artist-educator? 
 
 
The visual work included in my tenure exhibition, “Vigilant Being,” arises from 
the collision of several ideas, readings, experiences, and influences.  Pursuing the 
vocational call of a discipline that holds historical ties to iconoclasm and faces modern 
questions of accessibility is not always an easy path; it is, however, one that I am 
privileged to navigate as an artist-educator in an intentionally Christian community.  I 
believe that I can advocate for art’s value in God’s kingdom through my work and 
words.  The visual work that I present as my tenure project flows out of a five-year 
experience serving in this capacity at Northwestern.   
Being entrusted with my students’ art history education has elevated the 
breadth and depth of my knowledge base, which, in turn, has positively impacted my 
visual scholarship.  My visual work takes cues from the ways in which countless artists 
before me have carefully staged coded imagery to build symbolic or plural meanings 
into their work.  Scholarship on Jan van Eyck, one of my source artists and a Christian, 
suggests that his objective resides in enticing viewers to spend time with his images in 
order to find meaning in the relationships among compositional elements.  I also draw 
from artistic references as varied as unknown Medieval icon painters, Renaissance and 
Romantic painters, and 20th century proponents of visual narrative. 
As I mentioned in my project proposal submitted in December of 2015, a thoughtful 
exploration of what it is to be a Christian artist would accompany my studio practice 
and inform this essay.  Three of my primary points of consideration are as follows: 
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§ How much of an artworkʼs perceived ties to Christianity must be clear in the work 
itself versus the theory or writing that accompanies it?  How does one engage with 
work that might challenge his or her understanding of Christianity or offend personal 
values? 
 
§ Is it possible for visual work to be characterized as having Christian ties without 
obvious or literal visual references?  How does this question apply to abstract or 
formally challenging visual work? 
 
§ How does one embody oneʼs Christian faith in visual work without narrowing the 
workʼs audience?   
 
 
This paper aims to achieve two main goals.  First, in an effort to illuminate my visual 
choices and unmask my process, I will provide a description of my visual project, 
including its concept, aesthetic, technique, and artistic sources.  Second, I will attempt 
to provide “answers” – or, perhaps more aptly, “responses” that will undergo constant 
reshaping as I grow in faith and scholarship – to the above questions. 
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Project Description 
 
Concept – Seeking Inspiration in Art History 
 
As I began considering how I would approach a tenure project last year, images 
of northern European Renaissance painting swirled through my mind – and not just 
because I live in a northwest Iowa Dutch enclave.  In 2013, I was selected to attend a 
Council of Independent Colleges summer seminar on Dutch art at the High Museum in 
Atlanta.  Since visual arts resources are a bit of a hike from Orange City, I relished an 
opportunity not only to see exquisite Golden Age paintings on loan from the 
Mauritshuis, The Hague, but also to learn from art historians with specializations in 
Dutch art.  I found myself drawn to the starkness of Jan Steen’s large portraits and the 
justifiably-hyped Girl with the Pearl Earring; but, it was Carel Fabritius’ diminutive 1654 
painting, The Goldfinch, that left the strongest visual imprint.  Fabritius, a contemporary 
of the better-known Jan Vermeer and student of Rembrandt van Rijn, captured his 
subjects through economy of brushstrokes and colors.  In The Goldfinch, his buttery 
application of rich, warm paint, and clean, graphic composition reward the viewer for 
seeking closer inspection.  As our seminar leader presented the work, she indicated 
that this painting’s exact purpose is unknown – but that the goldfinch commonly 
serves as a symbol of Christ’s resurrection, especially in Renaissance art.  She 
concluded by reminding us that many Renaissance paintings require investigation 
beyond admiration of sheer skill in order to unpack their full meaning.   
For me, the art historianʼs words triggered a greater sense of curiosity about uses 
of symbolism in art.  Every time I teach a section of ART122 (survey art history), my 
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students and I visit with the work of early Renaissance painter Jan van Eyck, who is 
revered for his exquisitely controlled style and seamless integration of Christian and 
moralizing symbols into genre scenes.  Dogs, cats, scales, birds, and other objects 
serve as more than placeholders in his compositions; it is as if van Eyck is carefully 
staging theatrical productions in order to convey secret messages.  For instance, in his 
Arnolfini Portrait, two elaborately dressed figures, the paintingʼs namesake couple, 
tower above a dog and pair of haphazardly tossed sandals.  One might ask, why take 
the time to articulate a humble pair of sandals in such detail?  Why even include them in 
an otherwise well-appointed space?  As is common in van Eyck works, a convex mirror, 
surrounded by intricate yet faint scenes of the Passion of the Christ, emerges from the 
back wall – a painting within the painting.  Oranges, commonly thought to signify 
innocence, sit on the windowsill and a gleaming chandelier with just one lit candle 
watches over the scene.  The work is ripe with symbols for analysis. 
Noah Charneyʼs book, Stealing the Mystic Lamb, probes at the allure of van 
Eyckʼs most renowned (and stolen) artwork, the The Ghent Altarpiece (Figure 1).  Van 
Eyck, a Catholic, created what Charney describes as a “fulcrum” between the Middle 
Ages and Renaissance, bringing observational realism, replete with less idealized 
representations of figures, to a more intimate scale (6).  He adds, “From an 
iconographic standpoint, van Eyck was the first to imbue realistically realized and 
situated objects with a covert Christian symbolism – a technique that would come to be 
called ʻdisguised symbolismʼ” (37).  Van Eyck cleverly situates a lamb, the 
representation of Christʼs sacrifice, at The Ghent Altarpieceʼs central vanishing point, a 
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natural resting place for a viewerʼs eyes.  A depiction of the Fountain of Life sits just 
below the lamb, flanked by symmetrical clusters of restless figures; though van Eyck 
imposes his style, the entire scene was mapped out with a theologianʼs guidance.  
 
 
Figure	  1 
 
 
Aside from van Eyck, many other artists use “covert Christian symbolism” to 
express, translate, or grapple with aspects of their faith, and I have looked to these 
artists for insight, too.  Romare Bearden frequently embeds doves in his Harlem 
Renaissance-era collages to symbolize Christ’s presence, for example.  The Gerona 
Beatus, a tenth-century illuminated manuscript, uses the peacock to symbolize 
immortality and Christ’s watchful eye.  Trenton Doyle Hancock, a leading 
contemporary artist, produces highly imaginative visual narratives in which his alter ego 
and other characters wander lush, crowded spaces inhabited by half-human, half-plant 
creatures he dubs Mounds.  Hancock’s work deals with the broader theme of good 
versus evil as a response to his Christian upbringing and constant sense of 
inadequacy.  
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James Turrell, a MacArthur Fellow, prioritizes light in his visual work for its 
significance to his Quaker faith; in interviews, he often cites his Quaker grandmother’s 
invitation to greet the light as his point of departure.  Though he has lent his skill to the 
construction of several Quaker meeting houses, he is best known for his sky spaces 
and light boxes – big, dark, disorienting spaces, each punctuated by a crisp 
rectangular orb of light that is difficult to pin down as floating object, opening to 
another space, or ethereal unknown.  Not everyone loves these spaces, however; 
writer Jeffrey Kosky links the “anxiety and disquiet” that many viewers experience in 
Turrell’s spaces to “their own discomfort ‘making the passage’ to this contemplative 
vision.”  He continues, “They resist entering this ever so strange domain where they are 
not responsible for bringing things to light but asked to contemplate the revelations of 
a light that is revealed to sight that sees with wonder and admiration” (55-56). 
Having visited one of Turrell’s works at the Mattress Factory art space in 
Pittsburgh, I can confirm the discomfort I felt wandering through the space – the lack of 
control, the lack of autonomy, the realization that my best option was to stop and look 
(Figure 2).  Kosky suggests that Turrell’s works provide a window for contemplative 
vision – as Kosky defines it, an opening for our vision to that which is not clear or 
tangible – while simultaneously existing as aesthetic objects.  As he makes his point, 
Kosky turns to the words of Catholic theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar: “’It is the 
greatness of man and his tragedy…to be immersed in the aesthetics of the world of 
images and at the same time to have irresistibly to dissolve all images in the light of the 
unimaginable’” (58).  While many artists inhabit a God-like stature or ascribe 
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transformative powers to their work, Turrell seems to recognize his role as an artist 
reaching toward something greater. 
 
Figure	  2 
 
The Romantic artists, including those in the Hudson River School, use the 
natural world as means to convey their Christian faith, and, in some ways, their work 
probably has the most direct correlation to my own.  I recall being in awe of German 
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Romantic painter Caspar David Friedrich’s Monk by the Sea when sitting in survey art 
history class as a college first-year (Figure 3).  In the painting, a murky sky bares down 
on a sandy shore, dwarfing the tiny monk who stands vulnerably yet calmly, awaiting 
something unknowable to the viewer.  Friedrich infuses his work with atmospheric 
colors and finely delineated vegetation aimed at alluding to his Christian faith.  He 
tempts viewers to see a landscape painting as more than a mere illusionary triumph or 
assemblage of parts; and he did so during a time when personally-driven and faith-
driven art was not fashionable.  In her analysis of Friedrich’s work which she says 
demonstrates a “delicate respect for each twig,” historian Anne Hollander writes, 
“Friedrich’s paintings with nothingness as their subject always insist on the absolute 
presence of something, often in detail” (31).  I am particularly drawn to this reading of 
Friedrich’s work, as it is one that has informed the conceptual approach to my tenure 
project.  She adds, “[Friedrich] collects many unique fragments and builds them into 
paintings that are like attempts to collect a meaning in them, not to assert what that 
meaning is” (35).  In the same vein, the Hudson River School artists, such as Thomas 
Cole, use the land – in this case, the rugged Eastern seaboard and Rockies – to broach 
bigger themes.  One scholar writes of Cole’s painting, Mount Etna from Taormina, that 
it investigates good versus evil by contrasting the “evanescent work of man in the ruins 
with the enduring work of God” (Sanford 46).  By articulating God’s creation through 
their elaborate details and labor-intensive processes, these artists honor God and the 
mystery of His creation; they do not spell out the meaning of what they do, instead 
permitting a level of ambiguity within their work that broadens the work’s appeal. 
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Figure	  3 
 
 
 
Technique 
 
 
I studied the work and ideas of the aforementioned artists, as well as many 
others, when I dug into my tenure project.  My visual work is a blend of painting, 
printmaking, and digital imaging, sculptural and two-dimensional.  With the exception 
of the in-progress interlocking Trail Series panels in my tenure exhibition, the other 
three groupings of work trace their origin to relief printmaking, which requires carving 
lines or textures into linoleum plates to create images; the elevated (relief) portions of a 
plate are coated in a thin veil of oil-based ink, topped with paper, and run through a 
press to yield mirror images.  Relief printmaking is very immediate – no etching with 
chemicals – and the aesthetic tends to be bold or highly textured.  Within any 
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printmaking process, each color must be printed from a separate plate referred to as a 
subordinate layer.  In some works, I have carved subordinate relief plates while in 
others I have digitally printed background layers using an Epson printer.   
Paper is inherently delicate, but I wanted to give visual “heft” to my work.  I have 
long admired the sturdiness of painted wood Medieval altarpieces and icons.  That 
affinity and some experimentation led me to my current practice of mounting prints 
onto wood.  With all three print-based groupings of work, I have done this.  First, I 
prime both sides of each wood panel with several layers of gesso.  Then I wet-mount a 
print onto the panel, let that dry, and shape the bonded print-wood with a jigsaw.  
Next, I sand the edges, paint several layers of acrylic paint to conceal the wood 
perimeter so that it blends with the white paper, and then, in most but not all cases, 
add drawn or painted embellishments.  Finally, when the surface is sufficiently cured 
after several days, I apply a gloss medium to enrich the colors and create a barrier 
layer before finishing with a UV-protectant spray varnish.  The Trail Series panels follow 
a similar process but omit the wet-mount step, as imagery is drawn or painted directly 
onto the surface of the primed wood.  The result is a shaped panel that is not easily 
categorized as print or painting, or anything else. 
With regard to my aesthetic style, I credit the Works Progress Administration-era 
printmakers, including Thomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood, for sparking an interest 
in the process of printmaking and informing the illustrative quality of my work.  I also 
look to: Red Grooms, Inka Essenhigh, Trenton Doyle Hancock, Wayne Thiebaud, 
Honore Daumier, George Grosz, Diego Rivera, George Bellows, William Kentridge, and 
many others for their inventive use of gesture, color, and narrative.  The creative 
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process often yields unexpected and unforeseeable results, and the visual work in my 
tenure project is no exception.  
 
Stumbled Upon series 
 
I have been unable to shake a strange fascination with rotunda-style buildings 
that has lingered since graduate school.  I created a few landscape images during my 
Master of Fine Arts program that contained the ubiquitous rotunda-style Ohio turnpike 
buildings, an homage to one of three states I called home during my formative years.  
The Greek rotundas that litter the lesson plans of my survey art history classes pull me 
in every time I revisit them, and so it should come as no surprise that an unassuming 
white building in Alton, Iowa would hold similar appeal.  There is a pleasing simplicity 
to the rotunda shape, a sense of historical importance tied to its roots, and, in the case 
of the Alton dome, geometric clarity to the triangular pattern draped over it.   
This salt dome tucked behind the “main thoroughfare” of Alton serves as a 
reference for the five Stumbled Upon prints (Figure 4).  The reference is simply to the 
shape, not its function, and I have situated the building among imagined and partly 
abstracted forms, with a lamb – a nod to the agricultural quilt that is northwest Iowa 
and all of the larger symbolic values this animal holds – in the foreground.  An avid 
jogger, I will stop on occasion to photograph small pieces of the environment that 
provide a welcome distraction from physical exertion.  On an early spring day in 2016, 
a cluster of frosty icicles, delicate jewels clinging to blades of grass, made me pause.  
The icicles were visually striking, though nestled against a bland maintenance shed on 
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the golf course.  I saw the icicles as something spectacular that probably only held 
audience with one human that day: me, the one who stumbled upon them.  I 
embedded the image of these icicles into the background of one Stumbled Upon print 
(the icicles also found their way into the lamb silhouette in the Crouching series).  With 
Friedrich’s landscapes of symbols in mind, I wished to present an imagined place 
drenched in the small, unexpectedly enriching things that God plants in our paths. 
 
Figure	  4 
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Crouching series 
 
I am fortunate to live in an age where collections such as those at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art are available at high resolution on the museum’s website.  
The Met has an immense visual database which I consulted in search of drawings or 
paintings of lambs, since I knew that the lamb, most often synonymous with Jesus, 
gentleness, obedience, and resurrection, was a symbol I wished to carry through my 
exhibition.  From the paintings of Jean Millet to unattributed Netherlandish sketches, I 
had no shortage of material.  As I scrolled through the galleries, I was surprised to be 
confronted with images of vintage baseball cards.  As I soon learned, the city of 
Omaha once had a baseball team called The Lambs in the late nineteenth century.  
Amused, I clicked open the nearly two-dozen images and embraced one of many 
detours inherent within the artistic process.  Would there be an appropriate way to 
incorporate these figures into my art?  I mean, they did show up in my search for 
reference imagery.  Is this just happenstance, or is it something more? 
As the little sister to two brothers, I spent many hours as a small child copying 
my brothers’ baseball cards, mostly headshots of now little-known players from the 
80’s (plus all of the stats on the backside).  What struck me about the Omaha cards on 
my computer screen was that they featured full-body shots.  I began to notice how 
many of the players’ poses seemed oddly nurturing, perhaps because they were just 
that: poses, forced contortions of the body that seem stilted when isolated from the full 
range of movement.  I began to think of the figurative paintings in my art history 
classes that gave precedent to the use of models, or even artists’ friends or peers, to 
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depict significant figures in visual works – Paolo Veronese’s Feast in the House of Levi 
or Leonardo’s The Last Supper, for instance. 
Those thoughts coalesced into a decision to explore integrating these baseball 
players’ poses into my work, with their features and clothes softly generalized.  I 
sketched the image with the most subservient pose – a player crouching, his hands 
stretched out as if to cup an incoming pitch – and then intensified the line quality by 
uploading a snapshot of the sketch into Photoshop.  In Photoshop, I combined the 
sketch with an image of a net, also plucked from the Met’s website, which appealed to 
me for its intense texture and potential to serve as a connective device within a 
composition.  The background on the left side in the Crouching prints varies depending 
on the print; I used two different digitally printed images – one of rock formations from 
Palisades State Park in South Dakota, and another from a filtered 19th century Hudson 
River Valley painting (Figure 5).  Both images specify a place, but, in the context of my 
print, become more ambiguous for the average viewer.  I also reinterpreted the more 
gestural lamb image from my Stumbled Upon series as a silhouette studded with the 
icicles from my late winter jog.  The overall essence I wanted this pair of images to 
project was one of subservience to a greater good.  
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Figure	  5 
 
 
 
Cracked Lamb series 
 
 
As many artists will affirm, sometimes an idea must be pursued, immediately, 
without hesitation.  While most of my visual projects are the result of careful planning – 
particularly those in the realm of printmaking – some are impulsive, and the Cracked 
Lamb series is one such example (Figure 6).  While jogging the streets of my 
grandmother’s small Pennsylvania town this summer, my eyes locked in on a cracked 
ceramic lamb.  The old houses in this section of Lititz sit nearly flush to the edges of 
the sidewalk, and so lawn ornaments beg to be noticed.  The lamb sat beside a front 
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porch, its dirtied and cracked shell softened by the long grasses around it.  The trip to 
Pennsylvania represented a brief hiatus from studio time, but, as one of my colleagues 
is fond of remarking about the creative mind, “It’s hard to turn it off.”  The lamb already 
was an intriguing symbol, and the sculpture’s literal brokenness paralleled the 
brokenness of humanity almost too obviously – but I felt pulled to pursue it anyway.  I 
sketched the lamb from a snapshot, manipulated it in Photoshop to create a heavier 
image more conducive to linocut’s aesthetic, and added two subordinate layers.  Once 
I had completed the work, my more sculpturally-minded colleague suggested that I not 
wire the backside of the wood, but rather treat the work as an object – much like the 
object it references.  With my colleague’s help, I cut and installed shelves upon which I 
could lean the objects.  My general image preference is toward detailed or suggestive 
narrative, but something bold and unavoidable about this solitary lamb called me to it. 
 
 
Figure	  6 
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(Unfinished) Narration series 
 
 
The interlocking wooden panels situated against the gallery’s bank of windows 
are a work in progress.  Eventually, there will be (at least) ten panels.  As I am teaching 
painting for the first time this fall, I made it a summer goal to develop more comfort 
with the medium; these panels seemed like a good vehicle for that.  The imagery links 
together to form a panoramic scene, with shifts in perspective and use of abstract 
connective patterns and textures.  I have situated recurrent symbols, such as the lamb 
or grain elevator and haystack, within partially imagined landscapes.  There are nods to 
other artists – the gray-scale silhouettes of the individuals watching the ribbon-cutting 
ceremony, for instance, are lifted from George Bellows’ boxing paintings and the vivid 
crowd scenes therein, as well as the grisaille technique that Jan van Eyck employs in 
The Ghent Altarpiece.  The sequence of panels is linear in its literal placement, but the 
arrangement of symbols, abstract forms, and landscape does not suggest a clean, 
continuous narrative.  I take cues from contemporary artists such as Chris Ware or 
William Kentridge, both of whom produce work that implies narrative but does not 
always conform to a linear style. 
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Questions that Accompanied the Creative Process 
 
As I worked over the summer months to create my art, I also engaged with the 
questions mentioned at the beginning of this paper.  My responses are below: 
 
1) 
Q) How much of an artworkʼs perceived ties to Christianity must be clear in 
the work itself versus the theory or writing that accompanies it?  How does 
one engage with work that might challenge our understanding of 
Christianity or offend personal values? 
A) There is value in both looking “ignorantly” and seeking the assistance of 
the written word.  Developing stronger visual literacy may deepen a 
Christianʼs encounter with uncomfortable work. 
 
A question one should consider when viewing artwork is what the work gains or 
loses from an analysis of its context – including the artistʼs background.  I remember 
playing works by composer Ralph Vaughan Williams in high school youth orchestra and 
singing his many well-known hymns in church.  Years later, I was startled to learn that 
Williams did not identify as a Christian; yet, his music was used in Christian contexts 
and was among the most beautiful I had heard.  Instrumental music is inherently 
abstract – free of words or recognizable content, much like nonrepresentational visual 
art – and thus the artistʼs religious stance may not be obvious.  Williamsʼ composition, 
Rhosymedre, which had swept me away as a young violinist, had suddenly seemed 
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tainted upon this biographical revelation.  I struggled to reconcile the composerʼs 
background with his art.  Many years of life experience later, however, I actually find his 
work more reverent.  Was God working through him despite his uncertainty?  Does the 
knowledge of an artistʼs background always enhance the work or, as the saying goes, is 
ignorance bliss?  These are questions just as easily applied to visual work. 
For the first two weeks of each previous fall semester, the content of the 
drawing course I taught paralleled that of the art department’s general education 
course for non-majors, Introduction to Studio.  I assigned still-life drawings in both 
courses, and it was fascinating to compare students’ choices in subject matter for 
these homework assignments.  While the drawing students would choose anything 
imaginable, the Intro students overwhelmingly opt(ed) to draw objects emblazoned 
with text.  Logos.  The embroidered text on a uniform.  More logos.  For those not 
regularly immersed in visual art as a practice or area of interest, it is understandable 
that there is greater comfort with words; in a Christian college setting, it logically 
follows that the word of God stands as the most important thing.  I have asked myself 
many times, are words essential to confirm a visual work’s ties to Christianity?   
In Franky Schaeffer’s 1982 book, Addicted to Mediocrity, he advises, “We do 
not need to justify our endeavors by tacking on a few Christian slogans at the end to 
somehow redeem them.  Christ redeems what we do” (47).  It can be an arduous 
process convincing some that a purely visual work without an accompanying 
description can be a revelation or reflection of one’s faith.  I see the value in written 
description and analysis (as evidenced in this longer-than-anticipated paper), but wish 
to impress upon those I encounter the value in sheer looking, whether at our natural 
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surroundings or the art in a gallery, as a critical first step.  The Bible devotes time to 
describing God’s process of creating this world, and I believe that we should take more 
time to delight in his work.  Psalm 19 tell us: “The heavens are telling the glory of God; 
and the firmament proclaims his handiwork” (NIV).  St. John of Damascus, who penned 
three treatises in defense of visual work during iconoclasm, also affirms this call: “I may 
not have many books, nor have much time to read, but, strangled with thoughts, as if 
with thorns, I come into the common surgery of the soul, the church; the luster of the 
painting draws me to vision and delights my sight like a meadow and imperceptibly 
introduces my soul to the glory of God” (46). 
The tool in question, the one needed to produce richer engagement with the 
visual world, is visual literacy.  The Toledo Museum Art, which has produced a fantastic 
and succinct video on the topic, defines visual literacy as “being able to read, 
comprehend, and write visual language” (Visual Literacy).   It is a topic largely absent 
from educational curricula despite the rampant growth and use of visual media in the 
past decade.  One technique that can be useful toward developing visual literacy is 
what art historian James Elkins calls ignorant looking – that is, looking at artwork 
without first consulting supplementary information.  Elkins, whose background blends 
terminal degrees in both studio art and art history, laments, “By imperceptible steps, 
art history gently drains away a painting’s sheer wordless visceral force, turning it into 
an occasion for intellectual debate” (92).  He does not completely denigrate his own 
discipline, but his practice-based background allows him to see the ill effects of relying 
on too many words.  Ignorant looking, Elkins believes, can promote a more visually-
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focused engagement with artwork.  To support his case, Elkins reaches back to a time 
when looking provoked intense emotional responses:  
 
“The word ‘compunction’ comes from a Latin word, which is in turn 
related to pungo, ‘to prick, sting, bite, grieve, or annoy,’ and punctum, ‘a 
small point, spot, prick, or sting.’  That is why compunctive tears 
puncture the worshiper, and why the body is imagined as a reservoir of 
dammed-up tears.  With these images of piercing and pricking, it makes 
perfect sense that paintings of the crucified Christ were a focus for 
compunctive worship” (153). 
 
Elkins goes on to discuss the role of devotional images in the fourteenth century 
– how artists gradually began to crop in on Christ or the Virgin’s face in paintings to 
foster a more intimate viewing experience.  Some worshipers would stare at such 
images for hours on end, “burrowing deeper and deeper into the mind of the Savior or 
the Virgin” (155).  That is a far cry from today, where the average person spends 
roughly fifteen seconds with a visual work in a museum before seeking the comfort of 
an informative placard or curatorial statement, or maybe a phone.   
What about the artwork of centuries since Medieval times?  Though it is easy to 
generalize that all contemporary art is jaded, emotionless, and devoid of skill, that is a 
misguided assumption.  Ignorantly looking at one of Robert Ryman’s white canvases 
might seem absurd or useless, but perhaps abstract contemporary art demands more 
patience.  Viewers are transported to artist Walter De Maria’s Lightning Field, rows of 
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equally sized and spaced steel rods located in a desolate patch of New Mexico, and 
left there for a period of twenty-four hours (Figure 7).  The optimal outcome is that a 
storm rumbles through the area, and lightning strikes the rods to create a dance of 
jagged lines in the sky; of course, this rarely happens.  As Kirk Varnedoe, former Chief 
Curator of Painting and Sculpture at the Museum of Modern Art, notes, “This is a long 
time to stare at a single work of art” (131).  But in that prolonged experience of looking, 
the surrounding landscape’s textures and colors, the orderliness of the rods as a 
contrast to the organic terrain, all become part of the viewing experience.  Varnedoe 
explains, “De Maria forces you to pay attention to what is.  He does not simply 
orchestrate an order within the piece, he orchestrates an order outside it” (132). 
 
 
Figure	  7 
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Elkins uses Pablo Picasso’s Guernica as an example of another work that 
conjures deep emotional reactions in people, even outside of its original context 
(Figure 8).  I have had students tell me that they feel unsettled when an image of the 
painting is projected onto the big screen in our computer lab; I can only imagine the 
impact of seeing the real thing, a giant mural unveiled at the 1937 World’s Fair in Paris.  
The title specifies a reference point – the Spanish town of Guernica, decimated by Nazi 
warplane bombings – but the painting’s content, packed with distorted and disjointed 
figures, muddled newspaper clippings, expressions of terror, and sharp angles all 
rendered within an achromatic palette, might as well allude to a deeper commentary on 
the broken human condition.  There is no shortage of scholarship on the symbolism 
within the imagery, but Picasso’s formalist sensibilities allow him to create an image 
that benefits from both ignorant looking and visual literacy.   
 
 
Figure	  8 
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Ryan Stander, a Northwestern College alum and current Minot State University 
art faculty member, offers a perspective shaped by his Christian educational 
background and pursuit of an artistic vocation.  He urges that “…we must go beyond 
shallow and literal interpretations that scratch no deeper than the surface.  Instead, the 
imagination must delve into what the artist is attempting to say (which is not always 
apparent)” (Stander).  What I appreciate about his statement is that it supports a more 
complex and patient approach to reading art, and in doing so invokes the viewer, 
Christian or otherwise, toward active participation in the process of consuming visual 
work, even if the most prolonged looking does not yield a conclusive reading.   
 
 
2) 
 
Q) Is it possible for visual work to be characterized as having Christian ties 
without obvious or literal visual references?  How does this question apply 
to abstract or challenging visual work? 
 
A) The formal elements of art may serve as spiritual language, even if the art 
is abstract.  As Christians, we should be open to the possibility that 
challenging art may help us grow in faith. 
 
In art speak, the phrase formal elements refers to the underlying framework of 
art: color, line, texture, shape, composition, etc.  They are often viewed as the building 
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blocks of visual art, but can be art in and of themselves.  Mid-20th century artists such 
as Piet Mondrian and Hans Arp were among the pioneers of an art that prioritized formal 
elements above figuration, and seminal art critic Clement Greenberg, known for 
advancing the career of Jackson Pollock in the 1940s with his endorsement, wanted 
these formal elements to govern a distinctively American art scene.  The average 
viewer, however, may find visual art without recognizable iconography to be 
challenging, intimidating, or even pretentious.  These reasons also may be why ignorant 
or prolonged looking remain difficult prospects for many people.  As theologian Francis 
Shaeffer observes, “Many Christians, especially those unused to viewing the arts and 
thinking about them, reject contemporary painting and contemporary poetry not because 
of their world view but simply because they feel threatened by a new art form” (72).   
In detailing the rise of The Ghent Altarpieceʼs position as a coveted work of art, 
Noah Charney points to Napoleonic looting campaigns in the early 1800s.  As Charney 
points out, Napoleon established criteria to select “works based on their size and lifelike 
naturalism” (94).  His preference for finely detailed and believable illusionism, which 
defined Renaissance art a few centuries earlier, established naturalism as a status 
symbol for power-hungry leaders.  It was fashionable to plunder naturalistic art in 
Napoleonʼs time, and that preference for illusionary mastery did not disappear despite 
significant shifts in the art scene in mid-20th century America.  A once popular theory 
that the United States government used Abstract Expressionist art, the American art 
form of the 1950s, as propaganda to assert its power during the Cold Warʼs “cultural 
battle” was debunked precisely because of the pervasive and unfavorable view of 
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abstraction among government elites.  Kirk Varnedoe points to a “major campaign 
against modern art” in the early 1950ʼs that culminated in the U.S. House of 
Representatives alleging Abstract Expressionism as a form of Communism (51).  The 
hostility toward abstraction simmered sixty years ago.  Has much changed?   
Every time I ask students if they have seen a copy of Warner Sallmanʼs Head of 
Christ, the most copied image in the world, I would estimate that 90% of the hands go 
up.  The image is the artistʼs interpretation of Jesus – as a male of European extraction 
with enviable hair – and the stuff of church education rooms everywhere.  It is 
comfortable.  It is representational.  And for some, it is reverent.  Sallman produced the 
image in the 1940s, about the same time that Greenberg was helping launch Abstract 
Expressionism as the definitive American art form; yet, it is unlikely that too many 
churches featured abstract depictions of Jesus on their walls.  
The typical Christian viewer, raised on skillful representational art, might be 
skeptical of the claim that abstract works can serve Godʼs kingdom.  How does any 
viewer begin to unpack what may just seem like splotches of paint or messy lines on a 
canvas?  Philip Graham Ryken, president of Wheaton College, suggests four basic 
points for a Christian theology of the arts:  
 
“(1) the artistʼs call and gift come from God; (2) God loves all 
kinds of art; (3) God maintains high standards for goodness, 
truth, and beauty; (4) art is for the glory of God” (18). 
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That Ryken paints God as loving of all styles of art might be a useful nudge 
toward engaging with the unknown.  Contemplating the words of St. John of Damascus 
may be helpful, as well.  He suggests that humans should consider the purpose of 
images as to “make manifest and open what is hidden, certainly for our profit and well-
doing and salvation, so that…we are filled with desire and zeal for what is good” (96).  It 
is worth revisiting the work of Caspar David Friedrich, who defied the movement toward 
religious detachment common in 19th century painting and instead continued to create 
work for Godʼs glory.  Anne Hollander reads the language of Friedrichʼs paint strokes as 
follows: “It was Friedrich who single-handedly made it natural to summon religious 
feeling when looking at the calm sea and local evening sky” (32).  Hollander brought this 
reading to the work, but could another viewer “summon religious feeling” like this by 
looking at a Friedrich painting?  Does it matter?  Maybe Elkinsʼ ignorant looking and 
written scholarship can work hand in hand toward a thoughtful reading of any artwork.     
Rogier van der Weydenʼs painting, Crucifixion Diptych, is an example of artwork 
that reaps many rewards from both employing Elkinsʼ ignorant looking and opening the 
mind toward abstractionʼs power (Figure 9).  The painting is largely figurative, but with 
an abstract exploitation of the formal elements.  The painting tells us that it is too 
polarizing to call something entirely abstract or figurative.  Cannot an artwork be both?  
Van der Weyden demonstrates skill in modeling the figures and the fabricʼs superfluous 
folds, likely meant to highlight his skill and link the two frames of this diptych.  The 
punchy red backdrop, mysterious skull and bones, and generic background space, 
however, depart from how a believer might envision the crucifixion.  The artist has 
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simplified the background space into an arrangement of large geometric shapes, 
dominated by the red and greenʼs deep saturation – complementary colors destined to 
create visual tension.  Some scholars even go so far as to suggest that van der 
Weydenʼs painting foreshadows the rectilinear abstraction of mid-20th century masters 
such as Mark Rothko.  What does the color suggest?  How does the compressed, even 
claustrophobic space frame the scene and its significance?  Van der Weyden has used 
the formal elements both realistically and abstractly to challenge and delight his viewer. 
 
Figure	  9 
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My department colleagues and I often ponder the idea of putting chairs or 
benches in our gallery at receptions.  Would more people come if they knew they could 
sit?  Would it make the viewing experience more comfortable?  We always return to the 
same conclusion – that art is not always something to be received comfortably.  
Sometimes the viewer needs to do the work of getting up close – or allowing the work to 
encompass her, or even challenge or repulse.  In a televised interview several years 
ago, journalist Bill Moyers asks Sister Wendy Beckett, better known simply as Sister 
Wendy, the emphatic arts advocate and nun, about how she views shifts in art over the 
past century.  Moyers specifically questions whether a perceived loss of boundaries to 
define art has eroded contemporary art’s value.  Sister Wendy refutes the notion that 
there is a one-note, prescriptive approach to reading art – even artwork that challenges 
one’s Christian faith.  She responds,  “…it’s what you make of it, and I could make 
something that made me feel a deep desire to reverence the death of Christ.”  In 
response to the outrage and allegations of blasphemy directed at some controversial 
“shock” art of the past two decades, Sister Wendy’s perspective is patient and 
thoughtful.  She remarks, “it’s a principle of theology that an abuse should not take 
away a use.”  She turns some heads with her perspective, which does not denounce 
completely the work of contentious artists such as Andres Serrano, but it is difficult to 
contest her call for Christians to look more closely at how we treat Christ – and open 
ourselves to the possibility that we may receive some illumination toward that end 
through visual art.  She tells Moyers, “We’re not treating Him with reverence.  His great 
sacrifice is not used” (Sister Wendy).  Drawing connections between Christian faith and 
scholarship, philosopher Nicholas Wolsterstorff asserts that “even from scholarship 
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with which we disagree, and from art whose animating vision is foreign to us, we may 
receive benefit and delight” (30).  One might not appreciate the visuals or immediate 
messages conveyed by some artwork, but is there benefit in engaging with the 
question of why such work makes us uncomfortable?  I would say so. 
 
 
3)  
 
Q) How does one embody oneʼs Christian faith in visual work without 
compromising ideas or narrowing the workʼs audience? 
 
A) It is possible to create work that embodies Christian beliefs and speaks to 
a broader audience – if the artist creates his or her work to serve Godʼs 
kingdom. 
 
A quick survey of available art show venues – college or private galleries, art 
centers, lobbies, etc. – reveals that the vast majority are not located in Christian 
contexts.  The same holds true for competitive art shows.  And, to be blunt, the art world 
is not always friendly to visual work positioned in overt indications of oneʼs faith.  As 
such, a Christian artist hoping to exhibit her work must create work that embodies her 
faith in such a way that a wider audience may find the work accessible.  To limit oneself 
to Christian venues is to limit if not completely close off opportunities for artistic 
exposure.  To present Christian themes in a manner that clearly announces them as 
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such is to put oneself at a high risk for rejection from said opportunities.  I spoke with a 
visiting Christian artist a few years ago who had struggled to gain admittance to a 
Master of Fine Arts program despite his clear talent.  He wore his faith on his sleeve in 
his art and written statements.  It was not until he had finally received an acceptance 
letter and begun coursework that his advisor disclosed the admissions committeeʼs 
reluctance to admit him was because of his clear Christian faith; his advisor had to step 
forward and agree to “take him on.”   
Wolsterstorff urges Christians to look at our “received role” – as artist, 
businessman, doctor, etc. – critique it, and “do what we can to alter the script” in order 
to “serve God faithfully and to serve humanity effectively” (272).  In the arts, it is 
important to distinguish between a Christian artist and Christian art, as they are not one 
in the same.  Franky Shaeffer offers the following explanation: 
 
“There is no such thing as Christian art no more than there 
are Christian bricks for the house builder.  Naturally your 
whole lifetime body of work will express something of who 
you are as a person, including what you think, but for many 
this will often be far more subconscious than conscious” (62-
3). 
 
Unlike his father, the theologian Francis Shaeffer, Franky dismisses the label of 
“Christian art” as too limiting.  I agree.  Additionally, his belief that art is an extension of 
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the artist, though not always of the artistʼs conscious thoughts, clicks with me.  In 
grading student work, my colleagues and I discuss the importance of intentionality.  And 
yet, not every visual decision, or choice of brush stroke or color can be fully rationalized.  
I appreciate that Franky Shaeffer leaves room for this “unknown” factor – these 
subconscious thoughts –  that may still serve as Christian witness if I live my life, as he 
puts it, “based in God himself” (106).   In his book The Culturally Savvy Christian, Dick 
Staub reminds us that while “God created out of nothing; humans create out of what 
exists.”  He borrows a humbling quote from the great composer Igor Stravinksy: “’Only 
God can create.  I make music from music’” (53). 
I believe that an artist rooted in his or her faith with God, even in moments of 
doubt or messiness, may make “art from art” to serve His kingdom.  Staub advises, 
“God responds to pilgrims who seek the hidden meaning of their wanderings, 
undergoing the initiation trials and obstacles of the journey” (90).  Christian artists face 
a call toward humility that can seem opposed to the internal goals of many artists: public 
acclaim and financial gain.  Christian artists can feel tempted to embrace flippancy and 
detachment since many well-regarded contemporary works reflect those mentalities.  
Romans 12:3 expresses that the motivation behind our work is the most important part 
of it, and that we should not lose sight of it: “For by the grace given me I saw to every 
one of you: Do not think of yourself more highly than you ought, but rather think of 
yourself with sober judgment, in accordance with the faith God has distributed to each of 
you” (NIV).  
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Closing 
 
I vividly remember my elementary school general art teacher, Mrs. Eppley.  She 
was tall with long, wispy hair and a commanding voice.  She always wore floral blouses 
with beige tennis shoes, handed out Jolly Ranchers for good behavior, and, possibly of 
more importance, set into motion a greater sense of ownership toward my art.  I had 
missed a few classes on account of illness and made plans to meet with her after 
school to catch up.  When she asked me whether I wanted a base for the clay 
sculpture I had created, I said that I did not care.  She responded, “You should.”  I was 
probably eight or nine at the time, but her statement stuck with me and has molded my 
approach to much more ambitious projects since then.  The calling I feel to use art to 
reveal ideas, beauty, questions, and challenges is not something I take lightly.  
Furthermore, I want to furnish a safe and tactful environment in which my students and 
I may discuss all types of art.  Northwestern’s mission statement urges, “We don’t shy 
away from tough issues or questions ‘off limits’ to some Christians” (Our Mission).  As 
an artist-educator, my hope is that I may create visual scholarship and work with 
students in order to seek and serve God. 
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